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motivation & overview

part 0



a brief history of the library    

libraries have been the main knowledge repositories of 
our civilizations

• Library of Alexandria (280 BC): ≈700,000 scrolls

• Bibliothèque Nationale (1370): 917 codices

• Vatican Library (1500): 3,600 codices

• Herzog-August-Bibliothek (1661): 116,000 books

• British Museum (1845): 240,000 books

• Library of Congress (1990): 100,000,000 docs

The greatest university of all 
is a collection of books  

- Thomas Carlyl



digital information repositories

today, large digital information repositories have been 
created

• World Wide Web (> several 10 billion documents)

• Digital Libraries (e.g. CDL)

• special purpose content providers (e.g. Lexis Nexis)

• company intranets and digital assets

• scientific literature libraries (e.g. citeseer)

• medical information portals (e.g. MedlinePlus)

• patent databases (e.g. US Patent Office)

• on-line encyclopedias (e.g. Wikipedia)

• ...

Suppose all the information stored on 
computers everywhere were linked? 

- Berners-Lee



memex

• it is not enough to store information!
• the idea of an easily accessible, individually configurable 

storehouse of knowledge, the beginning of the literature on 
mechanized information retrieval: 

V. Bush, As we may think, Atlantic Monthly, 176 (1945), pp.101-108 

“Consider a future device for individual use, which is
sort of mechanized private file and library. It needs a
name, and to coin one at random, ‘memex’ will do. A
memex is a device in which an individual stores all hi
books, records, and communications, and which is 
mechanized so that it may be consulted with 
exceeding speed and flexibility. It is an enlarged 
intimate supplement to his memory.”



search as a principle & problem

we live in a search society – belief that (almost) 
everything is known, we just have to find the 
information
we search for everything – the right book, 
movie, car, house, vacation trip, bargain, 
partner, search engine etc.

 “The difficulty seems to be, not so much that we publi
unduly in view of the extent and variety of present day
interests, but rather that publication has been 
extended far beyond our present ability to make rea
use of the record. The summation of human experience
is being expanded at a prodigious rate, and the means w
use for threading through the consequent maze to the 
momentarily important item is the same as was used in
the days of square-rigged ships.”

V. Bush, As we may think, Atlantic Monthly, 176 (1945), pp.101-108 



information retrieval

Maron & Kuhns 1960 – IR deals with adequately identifying the 
information content of documentary data

Fuhr 1991 – IR deals with uncertainty and vagueness in 
information systems

uncertainty: available representation does typically not reflect
true semantics/meaning of objects (text, images, video, etc.)
vagueness: information need of user lacks clarity, is only 
vaguely expressed in query, feedback or user actions

facets
query-based search
categorizing and annotating documents
organizing and managing information repositories
quality and authoritativeness of information sources
understanding a user’s information need
multimedia retrieval
...



machine learning in information retrieval
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unsupervised learning in IR

part  1



information retrieval basics

1.1



searching & finding

search – the most popular “portal” to information

by far the most popular form of information access:
85% of American Internet users have ever used an online search engine to find 
information on the Web
29% of Internet users rely on a search engine on a typical day

magic: identify relevant documents 
based on short, ambiguous, and 
incomplete query

web search
search in portals

news searchsite search for organisations

S. Fox, Search Engines, Pew Internet Project Data Memo, July 2002.



document indexing

• index: associates a document with 
one or more keys

present key → identify 
documents that match key

efficiency is crucial, fast access



document indexing: questions and challenges

• two questions:

which data structures and algorithms should be used for 
creating and maintaining indices?
which attributes of documents should be utilized as keys?

• conceptual challenges:

usage: specify keys that are useful in searching and retrieving 
information
creation: select attributes as keys that can be reliably 
determined from documents



full text indexing

• controlled vocabulary: list of terms whose 
meanings are specifically defined

terms need to be agreed upon
user needs to be aware of available 
vocabulary
approach pursued in the context of 
(digital) libraries – catalogues

• full-text indexing: index terms are 
automatically selected from the document 
collection

documents need to be processed in 
order to extract index terms
selection heuristics for choosing 
appropriate terms
approach pursued by search engines



tokenization

• goal: segment document (sequence of characters) into tokens 
representing meaningful units, e.g. terms

• design decisions:
parsing numerical characters, numbers, amounts, years, etc.
hyphenation of words (split/compound)
capitalization (remove/preserve)
punctuation (e.g. end of sentence vs. abbreviations)
special characters
asian languages (Chinese and Japanese) - absence of word 
delimiters



stopword removal

• stopwords: frequent words that are discarded from a document 
representation

function words: a, an, and, as, for, in, of, the, to, yes, no
in English 200-400 words (stopword lists available)
other frequent words that occur in almost all documents (e.g
“Reuters” in a Reuters news database)

• advantages: stopwords increase index size without adding topical 
information

• disadvantages: rarely, stopwords may be meaningful (e.g. “to be 
or not to be”,“Dr. No”) - care is needed!



stemming & lemmatization

• morphology (ling.): the study of the structure of word form

• lexeme: equivalence classes of words (e.g. “dog” and “dogs”; 
“full” and “fully”, “ go” and “goes”, “see” and “seeing”)

• lemma (or stem): canonical representative of a lexeme (e.g. 
“dog” as a lemma for “dog” and “dogs”).

• stemming or lemmatization or conflation: reducing a word form 
to its lemma



discussion: stopword removal & stemming

stopword removal and stemming leads to information loss

• example:



inverted file

• two ingredients: dictionary and occurrences or postings
dictionary: data structure to store indexing terms
occurrences/postings: list of all text positions where specific 
term occurs

• granularity: occurrences can be recorded at various levels of 
granularity

document level: in which documents did a term occur?
positional: at what position (words or characters) in a 
document did a term occur?
others: document sets, blocks or passages, etc.

• pre-computer age: book indices with page references



tries

• dictionary: vocabulary is typically stored in a trie
multiway trees that store sets of strings and are able to 
retrieve any string in time proportional to its length
every edge of the tree is labeled with a letter
compact trie: trim all chains that lead to leaves
strings are appended by terminal character

• example:

c

d

t
dog$

cat$

cow$o

turkey$

turtle$

u r
k

t

a



postings

• simple example of postings in an inverted file



boolean retrieval model

• most popular exact match model
retrieve documents iff they satisfy a Boolean expression
query specifies precise relevance criteria
documents returned in no particular order

• supported operators (query language)
term occurrence predicates
logical operators: AND, OR, AND-NOT, (NOT)
proximity operators: near, sentence, paragraph
string matching operators
filter & field operators



boolean retrieval model: discussion

• advantages
computationally very efficient
predictable and easy to explain to non-expert
structured queries are very expressive
works well when user knows exactly what he/she is looking for

• disadvantages
formulation of appropriate queries is often difficult
domain expertise in generating complex queries
difficulty increases with size and heterogeneity of collection
limited recall – many results that are “close” can be missed
unranked result list – hits are unordered, results need to be 
sifted through



vector space model: basics

• full text indexing of documents

• represent documents as vectors in high-dimensional vector space

• treat query as a (short) document

• geometry of space induces similarity measure between documents

• rank documents based on their similarity with query (document)

• history:

invented by Gerald Salton (1960/70)

utilized in SMART system

used in many commercial systems (e.g. Verity)



term document matrix
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term weights

• many variants on how to compute term weights exist (often 
heuristic)

• standard approach for many IR systems: tf.idf weights
• definitions

tfi,j = number of times term wj occurs in document di

dfj = number of documents in collection that contain term wj

n = total number of document in collection
idfj = log(n/dfj )

• tf.idf weights
tf.idfi,j = tfi,j · idfj

• multiple term occurrences increase document relevance (tf)
• less frequently occurring (more discriminative) terms get higher

weight (idf)



similarity & ranking

• represent each document di as a vector 
• cosine between two vectors 

• notice that for vectors with non-negative components: 0≤cos(·)≤ 1
minimal similarity of 0 is obtained for orthogonal vectors
maximal similarity of 1 is obtained for

• rank documents w.r.t. similarity with query
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language model paradigm

1.2



vocabulary mismatch problem

“labour immigrants Germ

query

match
“German job market for
immigrants”query

?

“foreign workers in Germquery

?

“German green card”query

?

“labour immigrants Germ

query

match
“German job market for
immigrants”query

?

“foreign workers in Germquery

?

“German green card”query

?

G. W. Furnas, T. K. Landauer, L. M. Gomez , S. T. Dumais, The Vocabulary Problem in Human-System Communication: a
Analysis and a Solution   Bell Communications Research  1987



search as statistical inference

document in bag-of-words representation

US

Disney
economic

intellectual 
property

relations

Beijing

human 
rightsfree

negotiations

imports

China US trade relations

?China How probable is it that terms like 
“China“ or “trade“ might occur?

 automatically inferred key words c
be added to enrich document inde
document expansion



a 100 millionths of a typical term document matrix

0

1

0

2

typical: 
• number of documents≈ 1.000.000
• vocabulary                 ≈ 100.000
• sparseness <  0.1 %
• fraction depicted           ≈ 1e-8



estimation problem

• crucial question: In which way can the document collection be 
utilized to improve probability estimates? 

document

other 
documents

estimation

(i.i.d) sample

learning from other
documents in a 
collection ?



probabilistic relevance model
random variables

Bayes’ rule

language model paradigm 1

prior probability of relevance fo
document d (e.g. quality, popular

probability of generating a query 
term q to ask for relevant d

probability that document d 
is relevant for query q



language model paradigm 2

first contribution: prior probability of relevance
simplest case: uniform (drops out for ranking)
popularity: document usage statistics (e.g. library circulation 
records, download or access statistics, hyperlink structure)

second contribution: query likelihood
query terms Q are treated as a sample drawn from an (unknown) 
relevant document

12

1

2



query generation model

how might a query look like that would ask for a specific 
document?

Maron & Kuhns: indexer manually assigns probabilities for pre-
specified set of tags/terms 

Ponte & Croft: statistical estimation problem

think of a relevant document & formulate 
a query by picking some of the keywords 
as query terms.

environmentalists are 
blasting a Bush 
administration proposal to 
lift a ban on logging in 
remote areas of national 
forests, saying the move 
ignores popular support for 
protecting forests.

J. Ponte and W.B. Croft, A Language Model Approach to Information Retrieval, ACM SIGIR, 1998.
M.E. Maron and J.L. Kuhns. On relevance, probabilistic indexing and information retrieval. Journal of the ACM, 7:216-2
1960



• assumption 1: query terms are picked independently (iid) according 
to the multinomial sampling model

unigram model

sampling w/

replacement

• discussion
treats query terms as “bag” of words/phrases
ignores “proximity” between query terms



• assumption 2: query terms are picked according to language model fo
document

language model

• discussion
assumes query terms are selected according to their 
occurrence frequency in documents 
pro: language model can be estimated and evaluated without 
query data (only requires document collection)
cont: not every term with high probability under the language 
model has a high probability to be picked as a query term
alternative: translation model 

A. Berger & J. Lafferty, Information Retrieval as Statistical Translation, SIGIR 1999



naive approach

termsdocuments

Maximum Likelihood Estimation

zero frequency problem: terms 
not occurring in a document get 
zero probability 

number of occurrences
of term w in document d

problem: estimate 
meaningful probabilities, 
even for non-occurring 
terms



• add a constant δ (e.g. δ =1) to each term frequency count
• pretends that each term has actually occurred “δ-times” more 

often than it actually did

• problem: treats all unobserved terms equal, irrespective of their 
overall corpus frequency

Laplace-Lidstone discounting

G. J. Lidstone, Note on the general case of the Bayes-Laplace formula for inductive a posteriori probabilities, Transactio
the Faculty of Actuaries, 8: 182-192, 1920.

number of term
in vocabulary

document length



• use reference (background) distribution based on overall 
document collection

• smoothed estimation by convex interpolation (Jelinek-Mercer 
smoothing)

corresponds to a two-component mixture model

• simplest case:

smoothing by interpolation

F. Jelink and R. L. Mercer, Interpolated estimation of Markov source parameters from sparse data. In:Pattern Recgogn
in Practice, E. S. Gelsma and L. N. Kanal (eds.), Amsterdam, North Holland 1980.



• probability for non-occurring terms is estimated based on the 
reference distribution

smoothing by interpolation (cont’d)



absolute discounting

• subtract a constant 0<δ<1 from every non-zero count
• redistribute the discounted probability mass according to a 

reference distribution

• redistribution proportional to number of unique words in a 
document  

for “natural”
documents

H. Ney, U. Essen, and R. Kneser, On structuring probabilistic dependencies in stochastic language modeling, Comput. Sp
and Language  8(1): 1-28  1994



combination of length independent and length adapted interpolation

estimate µ by leave-one-out (=0 leads to linear interpolation)
Optimize λ via Expectation-Maximization algorithm (2-component 
mixture)

two-stage smoothing

sampling noise 
(explain unseen words)

query noise
(may be user-spe

C. Zhai and J. Lafferty, Two-stage language models for information retrieval, Proceedings SIGIR 2002, pp. 49-56.



advanced smoothing 

• search as statistical inference = probabilistic document expansion

• exploit document collections to infer reference distribution for 
smoothing or to define population

• fill-in positive values for zero frequency terms

What is missing? 

• inference about the actual semantics of words (lexical semantics)

• extraction of semantic units like concepts or topics



latent variables models in IR

1.3



estimation via pLSA

latent 
concepts

termsdocuments

TRADE

economic

imports

trade

concept expression proba
bilities are estimated bas
on all documents that are
dealing with a concept.

“unmixing” of superimpos
concepts is achieved by 
statistical learning 
algorithm.

conclusion: ⇒ no prior knowledge 
about concepts required, context an
term co-occurrences are exploited

T. Hofmann, Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis, Uncertainty in Artificial Intelligence, UAI 1999.



structural modeling assumption (mixture model)

pLSA – latent variable model

model fitting

document
language model

latent concepts 
or topics

concept expression
probabilities

document-specific
mixture proportions

T. Hofmann, Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis, Uncertainty in Artificial Intelligence, UAI 1999.



pLSA - graphical model
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mixture model can be written as a matrix factorization
equivalent symmetric (joint) model 

contrast to LSA/SVD: non-negativity and normalization (intimate 
relation to non-negative matrix factorization)

pLSA: matrix decomposition

=

...

...

pLSA term
probabilities

pLSA document
probabilities

concept 
probabilities

D. D. Lee and H. S. Seung, Algorithms for non-negative matrix factorization, NIPS 13, pp. 556-562, 2001.



pLSA via likelihood maximization

log-likelihood

goal: find model parameters that maximize the log-likelihood, i.e. 
maximize the average predictive probability for observed word 
occurrences (non-convex problem)

observed 
word frequencies

argmax

“The meaning of a word is its use in the language”. 
- Ludwig Wittgenstein, Philosophische Untersuchungen

predictive probability
of pLSA mixture model



M step: parameter estimation based on  “completed” statistics

E step: posterior probability of latent variables (“concepts”)

expectation maximization algorithm

how often is term w
associated with concept z ?

how often is document 
associated with concept z

Probability that the occurrence 
of term w in document d can be 
“explained“ by concept z

A.P. Dempster, N.M. Laird, and D.B. Rubin, Maximum Likelihood from Incomplete Data via the EM Algorithm, Journal of
Royal Statistical Society B  vol. 39  no. 1  pp. 1-38  1977



EM algorithm: derivation

Q-parameterized lower bound on log-likelihood

follows from Jensen’s inequality

observed pairs 
with index r Q distribution



EM algorithm: derivation

optimize bound w.r.t. Qs

tightest bound: posterior probabilities = E-step

optimize w.r.t. parameters 

M-step equations



tempered EM algorithm

heuristic approach to avoid overfitting: artificially increase entropy 



latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) defines a generative model (for 
documents) in the following way 

1. choose document length

2. choose topic distribution

3. For each of the N words 

• choose a topic

• generate a word

hierarchical Bayesian model

pLSA



latent Dirichlet allocation

joint probabilistic model

marginal distribution of a document

Dirichlet densit

D. M. Blei and A. Y. Ng and M. I. Jordan, Latent Dirichlet allocation, J. Mach. Learn. Res., vol 3, 993—1022, 2003.

r-th term in 
document

concept assoc.
with r-th term

π: parameter in pL
random variable in



topic and word simplex

the geometry of the LDA model (and the pLSA model) can be sketched 
as follows:

courtesy of David B



variational approximation

• computing the marginal distribution is intractable, hence exact 
Maximum Likelihood Estimation is not possible

• instead: convex variational approximation
• introduce factorizing variational distribution (parametrized)

• variational EM algorithm: optimize variational parameters and 
model parameters in an alternating fashion

neglects direct couplin
between π, w, z



example

concepts (3 of 100) extracted from AP news

Concept  2
ship 109.41212

coast 93.70902
guard 82.11109
sea 77.45868
boat 75.97172

fishing 65.41328
vessel 64.25243
tanker 62.55056
spill 60.21822

exxon 58.35260
boats 54.92072
waters 53.55938
valdez 51.53405
alaska 48.63269
ships 46.95736
port 46.56804

hazelwood 44.81608
vessels 43.80310

ferry 42.79100
fishermen 41.65175

Concept  1
securities 94.96324

firm 88.74591
drexel 78.33697

investment 75.51504
bonds 64.23486

sec 61.89292
bond 61.39895
junk 61.14784

milken 58.72266
firms 51.26381

investors 48.80564
lynch 44.91865

insider 44.88536
shearson 43.82692
boesky 43.74837
lambert 40.77679
merrill 40.14225

brokerage 39.66526
corporate 37.94985
burnham 36.86570

Concept  3
india 91.74842
singh 50.34063

militants 49.21986
gandhi 48.86809

sikh 47.12099
indian 44.29306
peru 43.00298
hindu 42.79652
lima 41.87559

kashmir 40.01138
tamilnadu 39.54702

killed 39.47202
india's 39.25983
punjab 39.22486
delhi 38.70990

temple 38.38197
shining 37.62768
menem 35.42235
hindus 34.88001

violence 33.87917



example
concepts (10 of 128) extracted from science magazine articles (12K)
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experimental evaluation

15-45% relative improvement gain in precision compared to SMART 
retrieval metric
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experiments – TREC3 (AP collection)

comparison with TF-IDF metric (SMART) on TREC3

pLSA algorithms achieved a mean average precision (MAP) gain of 20%, in 
particular in the high recall range

Relative Precision Gain PLSA vs TFIDF
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MedlinePlus



MedlinePlus: „my stomach aches“



MedlinePlus: „+stomach +aches“



MedlinePlus: „eye twitching“



MedlinePlus: „eye twitching“
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hypertext & web search

1.4



the web as a graph

web graph: Directed graph
web pages/documents correspond to nodes in the graph
hyperlinks correspond to directed edges

based on an AltaVista crawl 
with 200M pages and 1.5B links

A. Broder, R. Kumar, F. Maghoul, P. Raghavan, S. Rajagopalan, R. Stata, A. Tomkins, and J. Wiener, Graph structure in t
web, 9th International World Wide Web Conference (WWW9), vol. 33, no. 1-6, pp. 309-320, 2000.



degree distributions

the web graph exhibits characteristic power-law distributions for 
the in-and out-degree of nodes

the power law for in-degree: the 
probability that a node has in-degree i  
is proportional to 1/ix, for x ≈ 2.1.

the power law for out-degree: the 
probability that a node has out-degre
is proportional to 1/ix, for x ≈ 2.7.



Google

• exploit link analysis to derive a global “importance” score for 
each Web page (PageRank)

• crucial to deal with “document collections” like the Web which 
exhibit a high degree of variability in document quality 

• assumptions:
hyperlinks provide latent human annotation
hyperlinks represent an implicit endorsement of the page 
being pointed to = recommendation

• in-degree alone is not sufficient
can be artificially inflated (!)
in-links from important documents should receive more weight



random surfer

• consider the following simple random Web surfer model

initially the surfer is at a random page
at each step t, the surfer proceeds
• to a randomly chosen successor of the current page with 

probability α
• to a randomly chosen web page with probability 1-α

(teleportation)
this is repeated ad infinitum 

• question: what is the probability that the surfer is located at page 
i at some time step t→∞? (if well-defined)

• this is called the PageRank(α) of page i

L.  Page, S. Brin, R. Motwani, T. Winograd, The PageRank Citation Ranking: Bringing Order to the Web, Stanford Digital 
Library Technologies Project, 1998



Markovian random walks

• Random Walk = discrete-time stochastic process over a graph 
G=(V,E) with a transition probability matrix P

• random walk is at one node at any time, making node-transitions 
at time steps t=1,2, … with Pij being the probability of going to 
node i when at node j (transition probabilities)

• initial node chosen according to some probability distribution q(0)

• time evolution of node probabilities (Markov chain)

• stationary distribution (steady state behavior)

solution: eigenvector 
with eigenvalue of 1



• recursive definition (models intuition of propagation of importance score)

• transition matrix & stationary distribution

PageRank

PageRank

out-degree
total number 

of pages



• naive approach
simulate random walk for a “sufficiently 
long” time
let n(i,t) be the number of times the random 
walk has visited page i after t steps. Then, 
the fraction of steps the walk spends at i 
equals qi , i.e.

• power method to compute principal eigenvector 
of the irreducible stochastic matrix

repeatedly multiply probability vector with 
transition matrix 

• multiplicity of dominant eigenvalue is 1, all other 
eigenvalues have modulus strictly less than 1

• convergence speeds depends on separation
between dominant and sub-dominant eigenvalues
(can be controlled by α)

PageRank computation



authority from hyperlinks

motivation: different types of queries in IR & search
specific questions: “in which city lived Kant most of his life?”
broad-topic queries: “find information on Nietzsche”
similarity queries: “find pages similar to plato.stanford.edu/entries/hegel/”

abundance problem for broad-topic queries 
“Abundance Problem: The number of pages that could reason-ably be returned as
relevant is far too large for a human user to digest.” [Kleinberg 1999]
goal: identify those relevant pages that are the most authoritative or definitive 
ones.

hyperlink structure
page content is insufficient to define authoritativeness
exploit hyperlink structure as source of latent/implicit human judgment to assess
and quantify autoritativeness



hubs & authorities

associate two numerical scores with each document in a hyperlinked 
collection: authority score and hub score

authorities: most definitive information sources (on a specific topic
hubs: most useful compilation of links to authoritative documents

basic presumptions
creation of links indicates judgment: conferred authority, 
endorsement
authority is not conferred directly from page to page, but rather 
mediated through hub nodes: authorities may not be linked directly 
but through co-citation 
example: major car manufacturer pages will not point to each other, but there m
be hub pages that compile links to such pages

J. Kleinberg. Authoritative sources in a hyperlinked environment. Proc. 9th ACM-SIAM Symposium on Discrete Algorithm
1998



hub & authority scores

“Hubs and authorities exhibit what could be called a mutually reinforcing 
relationship: a good hub is a page that points to many good authorities; a good 
authority is a page that is pointed to by many good hubs” [Kleinberg 1999]

• notation

• consistency relationship between two scores

hub score of page i

authority score of page i

directed graph



translate mutual relationship into iterative update equations

iterative score computation 1

(t) (t-1)



iterative score computation 2

matrix notation

adjacency matrix

score vectors



condense into a single update equation (e.g.)

question of convergence (ignore absolute scale) 

notice resemblance with eigenvector equations

iterative score computation 3

existence ?

uniqueness ?



example

simple example graph

hub & authority matrices

authority and hub weights

12

3

5

4

6



convergence 1

notation: enumeration of eigenvalues of

pick orthonormal basis of eigenvectors

technical assumption

theorem: (using the above definitions and assumptions)

i.e. largest (abs.) eigenvalue is of multiplicity 1

i.e. authority score is dominant eigenvector of

note: symmetric an
positive semi-defin



• follows from standard linear algebra result (e.g. Golub and Van 
Loan [1989]) = power method

• requires that                        is not orthogonal to

• follows from ...

• corollary:  if a matrix      has only non-negative entries, then             
has only non-negative entries as well.  

• if matrix           is not irreducible, then solution will depend on 
initialization, otherwise initialization is basically irrelevant.

convergence 2



focused web graph

• the above analysis applied to a subgraph of the Web graph ⇒
focused subgraph

• subgraph should be determined based on a specific query
should include most of the authoritative pages
use simple key-word matching plus graph expansion

• use text-based search engine to create a root set of matching 
documents

• expand root set to form base set
context graph of depth 1
additional heuristics 



hypertext induced topic search (HITS)

step 1: generate focused subgraph G=(V,E)
•retrieve top r result pages for query and add results to V
•for each result page p: add all pages to V to which p points to
•for each result page p:

•add all pages to V which point to p, if their number is less or equa
to s

•otherwise randomly select a set of s pages of the pages pointing to
•define E to be the subset of links within V

step 2: hub-and-authority score computation
•form adjacency matrix A
•compute authority and hub scores x and y using the iterative power 
method with k iterations

•return authority and hub result lists with the top q pages ranked 
according to the authority and hub scores, respectively



HITS & matrix decomposition

• several densely linked collections of hubs and authorities may 
exist:

multiple meanings of query
multiple communities dealing with same topic

• non-principal singular vectors may carry important information

• solution: pairs of left/right singular vectors in SVD

=

...

...

hub scores

authority
scores



HITS: discussion

pros
derives topic-specific authority scores
returns list of hubs in addition to authorities
computational tractable score computation (due to focused 
subgraph)

cons
sensitive to Web spam (artificially increasing hub and authority 
weight)
query dependence requires expensive context graph building 
step
topic drift: dominant topic in base set may not be the intended 
one

Off-line: Serge Brin and Larry Page are billionaires, Jon Kleinberg probably not. One reason for this is 
that HITS is less well-suited as the basis for a Web search engine.



probabilistic HITS

probabilistic model of link structure
probabilistic graph model, i.e., predictive model for additional
links/nodes based on existing ones
centered around the notion of “Web communities”
probabilistic version of HITS
enables to predict the existence of hyperlinks: estimate the 
entropy of the Web graph

combining with content
text at every node ...

D. Cohn and T. Hofmann. The missing link - a probabilistic model of document content and hypertext connectivity. In N
13, 2001.



finding latent web communities

web community: densely connected bipartite subgraph
probabilistic model pHITS (cf. pLSA model)

source nodes target nodess t

identical

probability that a random 
out-link from s is part of the 
community z

probability that a random 
in-link from t is part of the
community z



decomposing the web graph

web subgraph community 1

community 3community 2

links (probabilisticall
belong to exactly one
community.

nodes may belong to
multiple communitie



example: ulysses

decomposition of a base set generated from Altavista with query 
“Ulysses” (combined decomposition based on links and text)

ulysses 0.022082
space 0.015334
page 0.013885
home 0.011904
nasa 0.008915
science 0.007417
solar 0.007143
esa 0.006757
mission 0.006090

ulysses.jpl.nasa.gov/ 
0.028583
helio.estec.esa.nl/ulysses
0.026384
www.sp.ph.ic.ak.uk/
Ulysses  0.026384

grant 0.019197
s 0.017092
ulysses 0.013781
online 0.006809
war 0.006619
school 0.005966
poetry 0.005762
president 0.005259
civil 0.005065
www.lib.siu.edu/projects
/usgrant/ 0.019358
www.whitehouse.gov
/WH/glimpse /presidents
/ug18.html 0.017598
saints.css.edu/mkelsey
/gppg.html 0.015838

page 0.020032
ulysses 0.013361
new 0.010455
web 0.009060
site 0.009009
joyce 0.008430
net 0.007799
teachers 0.007236
information 0.007170
http://www.purchase.edu
/Joyce/Ulysses.htm 0.00846
http://www.bibliomania.com
/Fiction/joyce/ulysses
/index.html  0.007274 
http://teachers.net
/chatroom/ 0.005082



text & images

1.5



annotated images

• wide variety of data sets with large number of annotated images 
available

Corel data set – keyword annotations)
museum image collections – standardized descriptions
collection of news photographs on the Web - captions provided
the “wild“ Web – surrounding text of embedded images

• basic ideas
exploit training data to learn dependencies between image 
content and (textual) annotations 
various applications
• auto-annotation: computing high probability annotations 

for given images
• correspondence: relate annotations (words) to image 

regions (e.g. objects, backgrounds)
• auto-illustrate: suggesting suitable (sub-)images for a given 

text or query



example: Corel database

Corel database (distributed by Kodak)
• 392 CD’s, each consisting of 100 annotated images



example: museums

Fine Arts Museum of San Francisco, ImageBase

Antonio Tempesta, artist
Italian, 1555 - 1630
Orpheus Charming the Wild 
Beasts, 17th century
Etching
33.6 x 43.8 cm (image)
Achenbach Foundation for Graphic
Arts 1963.30.36449



data sources

(associated clinical information)Medial images

(associated demographic 
information)

Satellite images 
(terrarserver.com, nasa.gov, usgs.gov)

>330,000,000 images (with nearby 
text)

Google Image Crawl

Several terabytes already availableTV news archives (informedia.cs.cmu.edu)

1,000 movies with no copyrightinternet.archive.org

40,000,000 images (230,000 online)Hulton Archive

1,500 images per day available 
from yahoo.com

News photos with captions (yahoo.com)

20,000 images, species informationCal-flora

83,000 images onlineFine Arts Museum of San Francisco

40,000 imagesCorel Image Data

K. Banard et al, Learning the Semantics of Words and Pictures, Presentation given at INRIA, 2002.



motivation

important to combine appearence and semantics of images 

Keyword query: “ro

K. Banard et al, Learning the Semantics of Words and Pictures, Presentation given at INRIA, 2002.

Examples taken from BlobWorld sys

J. Malik, et al, UC Berkeley

Appearance query



data processing 

“This is a picture of the 
sun setting over the sea 
with waves in the 
foreground”

Each image blob is a large 
vector of features

{“sun”, “sky”, “waves”, “sea”}

image processin
g

text processing

unknown 
correspond

K. Banard et al, Learning the Semantics of Words and Pictures, Presentation given at INRIA, 2002.



blobworld

• image from Corel database segmented 
with normalized cuts algorithm

• different features for each region = blob
color: histogram information
size: e.g. area, bounding box
position: relative in the image
texture: multi-scale filter bank, scale selection
shape descriptors
ultimately: each blob is represented as a 
feature vector 

C. Carson, M. Thomas, S. Belongie, J. M. Hellerstein, and J. Malik. Blobworld: A system for region-based image indexing
retrieval. In Proc. Int. Conf. Visual Inf. Sys., 1999.
J. Shi and J. Malik. Normalized cuts and image segmentation. In Proceedings of the IEEE Conference on Computer Vision
Pattern Recognition, 1997. 



text processing

syntactic analysis
• e.g part-of-speech tagging (popular software: Brill‘s POS tagger)
• find nouns/noun phrases by syntactic analysis of sentences

semantic analysis
• e.g. using resources for lexical semantics (popular resource: 

WordNet)
• find word senses (synsets) and semantically related words with 

same sense

E. Brill, Some Advance in Transformation-Based Part of Speech Tagging. In Proceedings of the Twelefth National Confer
on Artificial Intelligence (AAAI-94),1994.
Ch. Fellbaum (Ed.), WordNet, An Electronic Lexical Database, MIT Press 1998.



probabilistic model for text and blobs

key idea: learn joint probabilistic model over text (annotation) and 
blobs (visual content)

K. Banard et al, Learning the Semantics of Words and Pictures, Presentation given at INRIA, 2002.

shopping mall

sky, water, sun

impossible

unlikely

reasonable



hierarchical clustering model 1

image clusters

higher-level nodes: emit general 
words and visual features

mid-level nodes: emit moderately 
general words and visual features

lower-level nodes: emit specific 
words and visual features

T. Hofmann, The Cluster-Abstraction Model: Unsupervised Learning of Topic Hierarchies from Text Data, Proceedings o
International Joint Conference in Artificial Intelligence, 1999
P. Duygulu, K. Barnard, N. de Freitas, D. Forsyth, Object recognition as machine translation: Learning a lexicon for a fi
image vocabulary  Seventh European Conference on Computer Vision  2002 



hierarchical clustering model 2

each cluster: is modeled as a 
mixture of features from different 
abstraction levels 
(nodes along the path)

feature generator

cluster of (annotated) ima

individual (annotated) im



hierarchical clustering model 3

generative model for visual and word features

emits each word in the 
annotation vocabulary with
some probability

generates visual (blob) features 

according to a multivariate 

normal distribution

P(   ) P(    |    ,     ) P(    |    ,     )

P( visual feature |      ) P( word |    P( features |      )



example: image generation

K. Banard et al, Learning the Semantics of Words and Pictures, Presentation given at INRIA, 2002.



example: annotation generation

K. Banard et al, Learning the Semantics of Words and Pictures, Presentation given at INRIA, 2002.



image database browsing

clusters found based on both text and visual features

K. Banard et al, Learning the Semantics of Words and Pictures, Presentation given at INRIA, 2002.



retrieval example



auto illustration





modeling image annotation

extending the LDA approach to model annotated data

D. M. Blei and M. I. Jordan. Modeling annotated data. In Proc. ACM Int. Conf. on Research and Development in Informati
Retrieval (ACM SIGIR), 2003.



supervised learning in IR

part 2



text categorization

2.1



document annotations

categories as metadata: example, Reuters news stories

M13 = MONEY MARKETS

M132 = FOREX MARKETS

MCAT = MARKETS



text categorization

• task: assign pieces of text to one of more pre-defined categories. 

• types of texts: text documents, web pages, web sites, passages & 
paragraphs, sentences, emails, ...

• types of categories: topics, functions, genre, author, style, 
dichotomies (e.g. spam/nom-spam)

• popular taxonomies:

libraries (Library of congress subject headings) 

patent classification system (IPC)

medical subject headings (MeSH, UMLS)

business taxonomies (Factiva, LexisNexis)



taxonomies: international patent classification (IPC)

D: Textiles; Paper

D01: Natural or 
artificial threads or 
fibres; Spinning

D02: Yarns; Warping or 
Beaming; ...

D03: Weaving

D04: Braiding; Lace 
Making; Knitting; ...

D06: Treatment of 
Textiles; ...

D05: Sewing; 
Embroidering; Tufting

D07: Ropes; ...

D21: Paper; ...

D03C: Shedding mechanisms; Pattern 
cards or chains; Punching of cards; 
Designing patterns

D03D: Woven fabrics; 
Methods of weaving; Looms

D03J:Auxiliary weaving 
apparatus; Weavers’ tools;
Shuttles

A: Human Necessities

B: Performing Operations; 
Transporting

C: Chemistry; Metallurgy
E: Fixed Construction

F: Mechanical Engineering

G: Physics

H: Electricity

IPC: section, class, subclass, group, subgroup ≈ 69,000



open directory project (DMOZ)

web directory with         
460,000 categories  
maintained by 53,620
editors (as of 2002)

www.google.com/dirhp



text categorization & taxonomies: applications

Tasks: 

Assign documents to one of more pre-
defined categories

Route messages to an appropriate expe
employee, or department

Automatically organize content into 
folders 

Types of texts: 

text documents

web pages, web sites

messages, emails, SMS, chat transcript

passages & paragraphs, sentences

Types of categories

topics, functions, genre, author, style,
dichotomies (e.g. spam/nom-spam)

Medical TerminologyMedical Terminology

Document ClassificationDocument Classification

Patent ClassificationPatent Classification

Digital LibrariesDigital Libraries

Web DirectoriesWeb Directories

Semantic WebSemantic Web

Email foldersEmail folders

Business TaxonomiesBusiness Taxonomies

Help Desks CRMHelp Desks CRM



explicit knowledge elicitation

expert

M132 = FOREX MARKETS

problems: 
low coverage
moderate accuracy
elicitation is often difficult and time-consuming

knowledgeknowledge
basebase

if contains(‘yen’) or contains(‘euro’)
then label=M132

knowledge knowledge 
acquisitionacquisition

knowledge 
engineer



M132 = FOREX MARKE

recall

example-based text categorization

M132 = FOREX MARKETS

training examples

expert

/* some ‘complicated
algorithm */

inductive
inference

learning machine
training



• simple generative data model

• assumes that features are conditionally independent given the class 
variable

• standard features for text: occurrence of terms

naive Bayes classifier

probability of a single
feature given the class

economy
economicially

ecology



naive Bayes: graphical models

two sampling models:        
Bernoulli and multinomial

Bernoulli model: 
variables encode term occurrences by binary 
variables (presence or absence)

multinomial model: 
takes term frequencies into account       
(sample a word from the vocabulary n times, n = 
document length)

...

Bernoulli

A. McCallum and K. Nigam. A comparison of event models for naive Bayes text classification. In AAAI-98 Workshop on 
Learning for Text Categorization, 1998.

Multinomial

...



multinomial model for each class

class priors

posterior probabilities

naive Bayes classifier

class conditional 
distribution

Bayes’ rule



naive Bayes classifier: decision

Bayes-optimal decision

can be shown to be optimal for the 0/1 loss or classification error
(makes the least number of mistakes)

only “optimal” if conditional independence assumption holds and if 
probabilities are known/exact



count empirical frequencies

smoothing (e.g. Laplace)

naive Bayes classifier: estimation

training documents

term frequenci



naive Bayes: discussion

pros
conceptually simple and clean

relatively effective

multiclass formulation

highly scalable

cons
naive (incorrect) independence assumption

classification accuracy typically not competitive

sensitivity to feature selection



support vector machines

restriction to linear classifiers

maximum margin principle
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T. Joachims, Learning to Classify Text Using Support Vector Machines: Methods, Theory, and Algorithms,  Kluwer, 200



evaluation metrics

zero-one classification loss
• correct prediction = zero loss
• incorrect prediction = loss of one

problem
• in text categorization there are typically relatively few positive 

examples per class
• trivial classifier that classifies all examples as negative may get 

very accuracy
• one needs evaluation metrics that balance the number of      

false-positives (negative examples, predicted to be positive) and 
false-negatives (positive examples, predicted to be negative)



precision-recall



average precision

• by changing the threshold (bias), one can obtain different 

precision/recall pairs.

• one can thus compute a whole precision-recall curve as a function 

of the threshold.

• there are several ways to summarize precision-recall values into 

one compact number.

• average precision: precision is evaluated at each positive 
example and then averaged

• example



PR breakeven point

• precision-recall breakeven point: adjusting the acceptance 

threshold so that precision equals recall

• equivalent to labeling the top p examples as positive (where p is 

the actual number of positive examples).

• false negatives = false positives (for every missed positive example, there 

will be an incorrect negative example)

• example



experimental evaluation

Reuters Newswire 
90 categories

9603 training documents, 3299 test documents

approx. 27K features

WebKB collection
4 categories

4183 training documents, 226 test documents

approx. 38K features

Ohsumed Medline
20 categories

10K training, 10K test documents

approx. 38 K features



experimental evaluation

categorization results:

from [Joachims, 2002]



concept-based text categorization

• text categorization algorithms: Perceptron, naive Bayes, k-nearest 
neighbor, SVM, AdaBoost, etc.

• term-based document representation: vulnerable to linguistic 
variations

• explore the use of concept-based document representation in 
text categorization

• concepts are extracted automatically using pLSA (potentially using 
unlabeled documents)

• learning algorithms: AdaBoost.MH and .MR

R. E. Schapire and Y. Singer. Boostexter: A boosting-based system for text categorization. Machine Learning, 39(2/3):135
168, 2000.



terms & concepts as features

two types of weak hypotheses
indicator function for term features

indicator function for concept features

standard features used in 
TextBooster (or SVMs)

features automatically
extracted by pLSA

L  Cai and T  Hofmann  Text Categorization by Boosting Automatically Extracted Concepts  ACM SIGIR 2003  



improvements on Reuters-21578

Reuters 1987 newswire: 21,578 documents & 37,926 word types
Train pLSA model with all data, use ModApte split for 
categorization: 9,603 training documents, 3,299 test documents, 
8,676 unused



improvements on OHSUMED87

• OHSUMED87 collection consists of Medline documents from the 
year 1987: 54,708 instances and 67,096 words of which 19,066 
word types remain after pruning 

• train pLSA model with all the remaining data. randomly split the 
collection into 10 folds. 9 of them are used for training and the 
remaining one for testing.

• evaluation on top 50 categories



beyond vector space model

string kernels

semantic kernels 

syntactic phrases 

H. Lodhi, C. Saunders, J. Shawe-Taylor, N. Cristianini, and C. Watkins, Text Classification using String Kernels. Journal of 
Machine Learning Research, 2:419-444.

M. Collins and N. Duffy, N, Convolution kernels for natural language. Advances in Neural Information Processing Systems (NI
2001.

T. Hofmann, Learning the Similarity of Documents,  Advances in Neural Information Processing Systems (NIPS), 2000.

N. Cristianini, J. Shawe-Taylor, and H. Lodhi, Latent Semantic Kernels. Journal of Intelligent Information Systems, 18(2-3):1
152, 2002.

G. Siolas and F. d’Alché-Buc, Support vectors machines based on a semantic kernel for text categorization, International 
Conference on Artificial Neural Networks (ICANN), 2000.

E. Leopold, J. Kindermann, Text Categorization with Support Vector Machines. How to Represent Texts in Input Space? Machi
Learning 46(1-3):423-444, 2002.



beyond binary classification

multiclass SVMs

hierarchical classification

K. Crammer and Y. Singer, On the algorithmic implementation of multiclass kernel-based vector machines, J. Mach. Learn.
2,  pp. 265—292, 2002.

J. Weston and C. Watkins. Multi-class support vector machines. Technical Report CSD-TR-9804, Royal Holloway, University o
London, Egham, 1998.

O. Dekel, J. Keshet, Y. Singer, Large Margin Hierarchical Classification, International Conference on Machine Learning (ICM
2004. 

L. Cai and T. Hofmann, Hierarchical document categorization with Support Vector Machines, Conference on Knowledge 
Management (CIKM), 2004.



recommender systems

2.2



recommender systems 

• recommender systems are designed to automatically recommend 
items (e.g. products, documents, etc.) to users in a personalized 
way – matchmaking between users and items

• comparison with search engines
search or ad hoc retrieval: query expresses “one-time”
information need
recommender systems: query-free based on user profile

• application areas
E-commerce (amazon.com, cdnow.com, etc.)
Information retrieval and agent systems (“push”
technologies)
Intelligent user interfaces
…



amazon.com



user profiles

• user profiles may store various data related to user interaction 
history 

• explicit feedback: 
user ratings 
reviews
auctions
questionnaires

• implicit feedback: 
page visits 
purchase history
download log
click-stream data & browsing paths
time spend reading



collaborative & content-based filtering

collaborative/social filtering
properties of persons or similarities between persons are used 
to improve predictions.
makes use of user profile data
formally: starting point is sparse matrix with user ratings

content-based filtering
properties of objects or similarities between objects are used to 
improve predictions
problem: predictive attributes may not exist

D. Goldberg, D. Nichols, B. M. Oki, and D. Terry, Using Collaborative Filtering to Weave an Information Tapestry, 
Communications of the ACM, 35(12), pp. 61-70, 1992.

items u
ratings

database with
user profiles



personalized information filtering:

users/
customers

objects

judgement/
selection

“likes”
“has see



predicting preferences & actions

user profile
Dr. Strangelove *****
Three Colors: Blue ****
O Brother, Where Art Thou? *****
Pretty Woman *
Movie?  Rating?

.

*
**
***
****
*****



advantages of collaborative filtering

• support for items whose content is not easily analyzed

e.g. multimedia objects

• filter items based on quality & taste

not just based on content

• ability to provide serendipitous recommendations
“: the faculty or phenomenon of finding valuable or agreeable 
things not sought for” (Merian Webster)



nearest neighbor approach

similarity function between users: Pearson correlation coefficient

nearest neighbor regression

P. Resnick, N. Iacovou, M. Suchak, P. Bergstrom, and J. Riedl, GroupLens: An open architecture for collaborative filterin
netnews, Proceedings of the ACM Conference on Computer Supported Cooperative Work, pp. 175-186, 1994

mean rating of use

std.dev. of ratings of user 

items w/ common ratings

nearest neighbors of user i



• learn a mapping:

• first challenge: 
ratings typically only have meaning on an ordinal scale, 
absolute values may not be meaningful
ordinal regression problem

• second challenge: 
how to represent users and items? 
how to take advantage of similar users?

discriminative approach

user-item pairs

discrete rating scale



linear ordinal regression

generalize binary classification: find direction (hyperplane) and set 
of thresholds 

R. Herbrich, T. Graepel, and K. Obermayer. Large margin rank boundaries for ordinal regression. Advances in Large Ma
Classifiers, pp. 115–132, 2000.

A. Shashua and A. Levin. Ranking with Large Margin Principle: Two Approaches. Advances in Neural Information Proces
Systems (NIPS), 2002.



generalization of the notion of classification margin:

formally:

Find direction and thresholds that maximize the margin

large margin ordinal regression

data points with
same rating



perceptron ranking

• efficiency and on-line learning capability is highly desirable for 
recommender systems

• generalized perceptron algorithm (dual version)

K. Crammer and Y. Singer. Pranking with ranking. Advances in Neural Information Processing Systems (NIPS), 2001.

J. Basilico and T. Hofmann, Unifying Collaborative and Content-Based Filtering, International Conference on Machine 
Learning (ICML), 2004. 

• iterate through training set in random order
• for each rated user item pair (u, t, vut)
• evaluate v′ = f(u, t; α, θ)
• update rule if v’ != vut (i.e. mistake)

• α(u,z) += vut – v’
• if (vut < r’) for s = vut, …, v’ do θs += 1
• else        for s = v’, …, vut do θs −= 1

• repeat until no more mistakes



• second challenge need to be addressed: how to represent user-
item pairs?

• design user-item kernels. Special class of kernels: tensor product 
kernels

multiplicative combination of user and item features, allows modular design 
of user and item kernels

combining content-based and collaborative filtering

user kernel item kernel



• kernels can encode explicit attributes wherever available
• correlation kernels:

define Pearson kernel based on Pearson correlation 
coefficient (imputation heuristic)

second order correlation kernels

• identity (i.e. diagonal) kernel

kernels for users and items 

z-scores



joint kernels

Σ
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experimental results

EachMovie data set
72,916 users
1,628 movies
2.8 M ratings
five star rating scale



datasets

EachMovie
collected by HP/Compaq Research (formerly DEC Research)
72916 users
1628 movies
2811983 ratings

MovieLens
collected by GroupLens project

Jester database: jokes
4.1 million continuous ratings (-10.00 to +10.00) of 100 jokes 
from 73,496 users

BookCrossing (BX) dataset 
278,858 users (anonymized but with demographic information) 
providing 1,149,780 ratings (explicit / implicit) about 271,379 
books 

download site: http://www.cs.umn.edu/Research/GroupLens/



implicit feedback

2.3



clickthrough data as implicit data 

• idea: exploit clickthrough data to optimize ranking functions 
advantage: does not add any overhead, does not put an 
additional burden on the user

• what is clickthrough data? 
formally a triplet: a query, a ranking presented to the user, 
and the set of links selected by the user 

• implicit relevance from clickthrough data
selected links are interpreted as a (positive) implicit feedback
assumes that users makes an informed choice (e.g. based on 
link text, text snippets or summaries)

T. Joachims, Optimizing Search Engines Using Clickthrough Data, Proceedings of the ACM Conference on Knowledge 
Discovery and Data Mining (KDD), ACM, 2002.



clickthrough data: example

ranking presented for the query “support vector machine”. 
marked in bold are the links the user clicked on.

(taken from T. Joachims, 2002)



making sense of clickthrough data

• how can we make sense of clickthrough data?
users are more likely to clique on a link if it is relevant to 
the query
but: the presentation as a ranked list also introduces a bias. 
Links further down the list are less likely to be even noticed 
than links higher up
hypothesis: users click on the relatively most promising 
links among the top ones independent of their absolute 
relevance

• extracting implicit data
pairwise preferences: if a link l appearing after another link 
l‘ in a ranking is cliqued on, while l‘ is not cliqued on, then l
is preferred over l‘
reasoning: l‘ has (probably) been noticed by the user 
(scanning order from top to bottom) once l is reached, so a 
decision has been made to clique on l but not on l‘



learning a ranking function

• goal: how can one learn to better/optimally rank documents based
on clickthrough data?

• formal setting: define a family of ranking functions f and find an 
optimal f* within this family that respects the observed pairwise
preferences 

• more precisely with linear ranking functions:

weights feature vector



features used for ranking

what features should be used in the Ф function?

• should describe the match between a document d and a query q

• examples

number of words shared by query and document 

number of shared words inside certain HTML tags

cosine similarity between query and document title or abstract

page rank of document d

rank of d in the result list of q for some search engine (e.g. 
within top10, within top50, etc.)

properties of the URL (contains tilde, length, etc.)

…



pairwise preferences as soft constraints 

• penalize ranking functions that violate pairwise preference 
constraints

pairwise constraints 

linear case

constraints

objective function (plus regularizer)

d is preferred over 
d‘ w.r.t q

penalize violations of 
differences less than 1 
(separation margin idea)

linearity of  inner prod



applications

• how can the learning from clickthrough data approach be applied?
clickthrough can not be used immediately to improve search 
results for a specific query
preferences can be aggregated over the whole user population 
to self-optimize a parameterized ranking function 
optimization can also be performed for specific groups of 
users (e.g. users from the same country) to construct adaptive 
and personalized ranking functions 

• in particular: 
meta-search engine: combine results from different search 
engines (e.g. parameterized ranking function corresponds to 
combination of search results)



experimental results

metasearch results: user study (taken from T. Joachims, 2002)

T. Joachims, Optimizing Search Engines Using Clickthrough Data, Proceedings
of the ACM Conference on Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining (KDD), ACM, 
2002.



structured classification

2.4



structured classification

traditionaly: simple outputs or response variables
categorical = classification
real-valued = regression

structured classification: complex, discrete outputs 
examples: sequences, strings, trees, graphs, etc.
also: combinations of outputs with inter-dependencies

challenge: how can state-of-the art learning algorithms be 
generalized to the structured classification problem?

answer: combine two very successful methods

Support Vector Machines Markov Random Fields

SVMstruct



optical character recognition

predict a sequence of characters from a sequence of images

tr
ai

ni
ng
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protein folding

predict protein structure (e.g. secondary structure) from its 
primary structure 

… AIVVTQHGRVTSVAAQHHWATAIAVLGRPK …

… BBBBBBB----AAAAAAAAAAAAAA----- …

… AIVVTQHGRVTSVAAQHHWATAIAVLGRPK …

… BBBBBBB----AAAAAAAAAAAAAA----- …



information extraction

OrganizationOrganization CountryCountry

PersonPerson

OrganizationOrganization
LocationLocation

The outcome of a possible The outcome of a possible <organization><organization> WTO WTO </organization></organization> cat fight is far from cat fight is far from 
clear. Even if the clear. Even if the <country><country> United States United States </country></country> won, nothing might change, said won, nothing might change, said 
<person><person> Richard Richard AboulafiaAboulafia </person></person> , aviation analyst with the , aviation analyst with the <organization><organization> Teal Teal 
Group Group </organization></organization>, an industry consulting firm in , an industry consulting firm in <location><location> Fairfax, Va. Fairfax, Va. 
</location></location>

Predict label sequence=



natural language parsing

predict a labeled tree (parse tree with non-terminal nodes)



generating structured outputs

two step process: 
1. specify discriminant or compatibility function 
2. compute output with maximal compatibility for given input

linear discriminant functions in some joint feature representation 
of input-output pairs (Collins 2002, Hofmann et al 2002)

prediction



special case: binary classification

binary classification is a simple special case, with:



joint feature maps: natural language parsing



joint feature map: part-of-speech tagging

INPUT
Profits soared at Boeing Co., easily topping forecasts on Wall Street, as their CEO Alan 
Mulally announced first quarter results.

OUTPUT
Profits/N soared/V at/P Boeing/N Co./N ,/, easily/ADV topping/V forecasts/N on/P Wall/N 
Street/N ,/, as/P their/POSS CEO/N Alan/N Mulally/N announced/V first/ADJ quarter/N 
results/N ./.



SVMstruct

maximum margin principle

equivalently, norm minimization

soft margin minimization (Altun et al. 2003)

Ioannis Tsochantaridis, Thorsten Joachims, Thomas Hofmann, Yasemin Altun, Large Margin Methods for Structured and
Interdependent Output Variables  JMLR  vol 6  pp  1453-1484  2005



soft margin: primal QP

soft margin formulation leads to a quadratic program

number of constraints: proportional to cardinality of output space (may
be exponential!)



soft margin: illustration



introducing Lagrange multiplier for every constraint, one can derive 
the dual problem

block structure: independent constraints for every training example

Wolfe dual



optimization

exploit sparseness by incrementally adding constraints

maintain a working set for each example

optimize over subspace of Lagrange multipliers associated with 
working set(s)

incrementally augment working sets (and shrink if necessary)

requires a “black-box” algorithm to select the next constraint!

cutting plane algorithm = variable selection (dual)



algorithm

constraint generat

adding constra

re-optimizatio



analysis: theorem

after     iterations, the dual objective is at least

the dual objective is upper bounded by the minimum of the primal, 
which is in turn bounded by

the number of iterations can be bounded by

Ioannis Tsochantaridis, Thorsten Joachims, Thomas Hofmann, Yasemin Altun, Large Margin Methods for Structured and
Interdependent Output Variables  JMLR  vol 6  pp  1453-1484  2005



analysis: highlights

correctness
algorithm converges to optimum 
(dual objective is incremented in every local optimization step 

and is bounded from above)

sparseness 

algorithm converges after a O(1/ε2) constraints have been added, 
where ε is the precision parameter

this means: all other (not selected) constraints are automatically 
fulfilled up to some tolerance ε



experiments: named entity recognition

• evaluation on portion of Spanish newswire corpus (CoNLL 2002), 300
sentences, {person, location, organization, misc}

• competitors: 
• HMMs trained w/ maximum likelihood
• Conditional Random Fields 

89

90

91

92

93

94

95

NER

NER 91,15 94,55 94,92

HMM CRF SVM




